
Which Development Support Model is Right For You?
Determine which development support model is right for your organization.

Recommend to wait 
for project or budget 

for consulting.

Your In-House Development Needs Are

Minimal

It's just me and a small group of business professionals. 

We are really good and saying what we want from a 
business perspective, but we don’t have a technical 

person or people on staff to explain the nuances behind 
or the impact of what we want.


Extensive

We have a team of seasoned technology professionals 

on our team that includes a CTO and/or product owner. I 
myself have a technology background, and I'm 

comfortable digging into code and driving product 
development decisions.



Your Release Schedule Is

Short-Term 

Our business requires a 

short-term timeline for the 
delivery of this mission 

critical items.  

Regular

Our business would benefit from 
a regular release schedule, and 

we don’t have any tight 
timelines to manage to.

Your Product Iterations Are

Realtime

It’s more important for our team to have 
the flexibility to iterate and collaborate 

real-time with our development team, and 
we’d like the ability to make changes 

throughout sprints rather than waiting until 
the completion of our current set of 

development work to make changes.

 Change Orders

We don’t mind taking a more structured 

approach to changes, and would prefer to 
organize our change requests into 

planned change orders before making 
changes to our deliverables.

Your Spending on Product Development Is

Ad hoc

I prefer to spend money when 

needed, even if it means spending 
more money in a shorter period of 

time.

Regular

I prefer more regular spend, so I 
can better budget for consistent 

monthly expenditures, as long as 
it fits within my budget.



Your Development Backlog Is

High

 Our backlog covers 
over 300 hours of 

development work.


Low

Our backlog covers less 

than 300 hours of 
development work.


Your Development Backlog Is

High

 Our backlog covers 
over 300 hours of 

development work.


Low

Our backlog covers less 

than 300 hours of 
development work.


Your Development Backlog Is

High

 Our backlog covers 
over 300 hours of 

development work.


Low

Our backlog covers less 

than 300 hours of 
development work.


Your Development Backlog Is

High

 Our backlog covers 
over 300 hours of 

development work.


Low

Our backlog covers 

less than 300 hours of 
development work.


Your Development Backlog Is

High

 Our backlog covers 
over 300 hours of 

development work.


Low

Our backlog covers 

less than 300 hours of 
development work.


Your Comfort Level Crafting Requirements Is

High 

I am comfortable thinking through the details 
of each feature and I can either break them 
out into user stories or clearly explain all the 

details behind what I’m asking for.

Low 

I can explain what I want from a business 

standpoint, or what I want the user to 
experience, but that’s about it.


Your Product Roadmap Is

Established

We have an established product roadmap 

with enough work to keep our team busy for 
the foreseeable future. We have business 
buy-in and budget secured for this work.


Work in Progress

Our feature roadmap is constantly evolving 

and changing as we respond to user feedback.  
We aren’t sure about our future plans and 

what our timeline or budget should be.


Project
Based on your responses, a project-based support 
model could be the right option for your company's 

needs. A project-based approach uses a blend of 
waterfall and agile methodologies, and is best used 

in circumstances where timelines and budgets 
need to be planned ahead of time to meet scope 

requirements.  In AppIt’s project approach, we 
follow 3 distinct phases: Design (where we layout 
the designs and detailed feature requirements), 

Develop (where we deliver sprints in 2-week 
intervals, designed to provide regular visibility into 
progress), and Deploy (where we partner with our 

clients fur user-acceptance testing, launch to 
production and a 30-day warranty).  In this model, 

AppIt guarantees we will deliver the feature 
requirements in the timeline and within the budget 

we promised, reducing risk for our clients.  


Staffing Retainer
Based on your responses, a staffing retainer may 

be the best option for your business.  AppIt 
designed the staffing retainer to ensure regular, 
productive enhancements to an existing system.  
Using the retainer approach, clients are given a 
blended team of developers, QA resources and 

technical leadership to deliver a consistent level of 
work each month within a regular, fixed budget.  
The retainer approach allows teams that need a 

blend of technical resources, ranging from backend 
to mobile to web-based technologies right-sized to 

fit your budget and development needs without 
requiring full-time resources in each technology.  
The team can offer technical guidance, propose 

iterations, analyze data, and conduct usability tests 
to ensure the success of your product over time.

Time & Materials
Based on your responses, a Time and Materials 

(T&M) development model could be the right fit for 
your organization. A Time and Materials Model 

presupposes client billing based on work scope and 
hourly billing rates for labor. This model is an ideal 

fit for companies that prefer a high level of 
flexibility in scope, and is usually recommended for 
smaller, one-off requests.  Other times, T&M is the 

right approach for clients who want to conduct 
research & development on a proof of concept or 

cutting edge implementation.  Clients typically 
approve blocks of hours (usually in 20-hour 
increments) and pay only for hours used.  

Long-range budgeting can be challenging in this 
model, which is why this is a better fit for feature 

requirements requiring less than 300 hours of 
development work.   


Staff Augmentation
Based on your responses, a staff augmentation 
development model may be the right support 
option for your company. Staff augmentation 

empowers you to use technical resources from 
outside of your organization to increase the 

capacity of your organization. This model works 
very well for companies that require specific skill 

sets (for example, programming languages or 
machine learning) and have enough work that can 

be assigned to a full time person or multiple full 
time team members.  Staff augmentation typically 
requires our clients to have an internal technical 
leader who is comfortable running and managing 
teams of developers.  AppIt’s project management 

team takes a hands-off approach in this model, 
which results in some savings for our clients, but it 

also requires experience in leading teams to 
maximize results.  Staff augmentation 

engagements require at least a 3-month 
commitment, but most of AppIt’s clients maintain 

several-year engagements with our team.



